Spectroscopic study of the elusive globular cluster ESO452-SC11 and its surroundings*
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ABSTRACT

Globular clusters (GCs) have long been recognized as being amongst the oldest objects in the Galaxy. As such, they have the potential of playing a pivotal role in deciphering the Milky Way’s early history. Here we present the first spectroscopic study of the low-mass system ESO452-SC11 using the AAOmega multifibre spectrograph at medium resolution. Given the stellar sparsity of this object and the high degree of foreground contamination due to its location toward the Galactic bulge, very few details are known for this cluster – there is no consensus, for instance, about its age, metallicity, or its association with the disk or bulge. We identify five member candidates based on common radial velocity, calcium-triplet metallicity, and position within the GC. Using spectral synthesis, the measurement of accurate Fe-abundances from Fe-lines, and abundances of several α-, Fe-peak, and neutron-capture elements (Si, Ca, Ti, Cr, Co, Ni, Sr, and Eu) is carried out, albeit with large uncertainties. We find that two of the five cluster candidates are likely non-members, as they have deviating iron abundances and [α/Fe] ratios. The cluster mean heliocentric velocity is $19 \pm 2 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ with a velocity dispersion of $2.8 \pm 0.3 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, a low value in line with its sparse nature and low mass. The mean Fe-abundance from spectral fitting is $-0.88 \pm 0.03 \text{ dex}$, where the spread is driven by observational errors. Furthermore, the α-elements of the GC candidates are marginally lower than expected for the bulge at similar metallicities. As spectra of hundreds of stars were collected in a 2-degree field centered on ESO452-SC11, a detailed abundance study of the surrounding field was also enabled. The majority of the non-members have slightly higher [α/Fe] ratios, in line with the typical nearby bulge population. A subset of the spectra with measured Fe-peak abundance ratios shows a large scatter around solar values, albeit with large uncertainties. Furthermore, our study provides the first systematic measurements of strontium abundances in a Galactic bulge GC. Here, the Eu and Sr abundances of the GC candidates are broadly consistent with a disk or bulge association. Recent proper motions and our orbital calculations place ESO452 on an elliptical orbit in the central 3 kpc of the Milky Way, establishing a firm connection with the bulge. Finally, while the radial velocities and preferential position of a dozen of stars outside the GC radius appear to imply the presence of extra-tidal stars, their significantly different chemical composition refutes this hypothesis.
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1. Introduction

Star clusters, in particular the old globular clusters (GCs), are important probes of the formation and structure of our Galaxy. Especially when studying objects toward the Milky Way central regions, the interface of various Galactic components becomes important, where the bulge, thin and thick disks, and the halo tend to overlap (e.g., Chiba & Beers 2000; Koch & McWilliam 2008; Ness et al. 2013). While it is difficult to distinguish these structures purely based on their metallicity or kinematics, chemical abundance tagging provides a powerful tool to study the evolution and distinction of the individual components in detail (e.g., Nissen & Schuster 2010; McWilliam 2016).

ESO452-SC11 (in the following ESO452 for brevity) is a poorly studied object located at ~2 kpc from the Galactic Center at low latitude that was discovered in the ESO/Uppsala B survey of Lauberts et al. (1981). Table 1 lists the fundamental properties of this GC. The recent study of Cornish et al. (2006) found that depending on the exact isochrones used, the age of this GC was still difficult to constrain, leaving a possible range between 9 and 16 Gyr. Similarly, a metallicity between $-1.4$ and $-0.4$ dex and heliocentric distances between 6.6 and 7.5 kpc were in the permitted parameter space of this sparse object’s color–magnitude diagram (CMD). Any conclusions on its properties were also sensitive to the α-enhancement of the isochrones in the fitting of Cornish et al. (2006).

Within this broad parameter range, ESO452 was placed within the bulge-halo transition, at the lower end of the bulge metallicity distribution function (MDF), at a similar age to “somewhat young halo clusters” (Cornish et al. 2006). It has therefore been suggested that this unique GC could have been placed within the bulge by an interaction with a satellite galaxy (see also Marín-Franch et al. 2009; Ferraro et al. 2009), which still needs to be consolidated by a chemodynamical study of ESO452.

Here, we report on our large-field-of-view (2°), multi-object spectroscopic effort with the AAOmega spectrograph to capture...
to-noise ratio (S/N) the width of the calibration arc lamps. Finally, the median signal location of the spectra on the CCD. The resolving power of 8800 Å, respectively, with slight variations depending on the exposure time was chosen as 4 × 10 min. The data were reduced using the 2dfdr pipeline provided by the AAO, which performs standard reduction steps from quartz-flatfielding and wavelength calibration via arc-lamp exposures, sky subtraction using the dedicated sky fibres, to optimal extraction of the science spectra. The final spectra cover the wavelength ranges of 3970–4250 and 8350–8800 Å, respectively, with slight variations depending on the exact location of the spectra on the CCD. The resolving power of the blue and red spectra is ~9000 and 10 600, as measured from the width of the calibration arc lamps. Finally, the median signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of our final extracted spectra is 15 px⁻¹ in the blue and 50 px⁻¹ on the red chip, respectively. While the blue spectra reach S/Ns up to 20 px⁻¹, the values on the red CCDs reach as high as 170 px⁻¹.

3. Radial velocities, metallicities, and membership

In the following, we assess the membership, metallicity, and basic kinematic properties that can be derived from our spectra.

3.1. Radial velocity

Individual heliocentric radial velocities of the target stars were determined via cross-correlation of the three prominent CaT lines against a Gaussian template, using the IRAF fxcor task (e.g., Kleyna et al. 2004). The typical median velocity error achieved in this way is 1.4 km s⁻¹. Measurements of individual stars are listed in Table 2, and Fig. 2 shows the run of the heliocentric radial velocities with radial distance from the center of ESO452.

Guided by the very similar velocities of the two innermost stars, well within the half-light radius, we identify five stars within the tidal radius at similar velocity with individual values that lie between 14.2 and 20.5 km s⁻¹. All other stars within this GC radius deviate by more than 15 km s⁻¹ from these candidates, so that we define these five objects as the cluster population based on their kinematics and position. The mean systemic velocity of the five candidate members is 17.5 ± 1.1 km s⁻¹ and their radial velocity dispersion is low, at 2.1 ± 1.0 km s⁻¹, which is fully in line with the low mass of the cluster (Pryor & Meylan 1993; Dubath et al. 1997).

In Sect. 4 we show that it is advisable to cull two candidates based on their [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] ratios because these are significantly different from the remainder of the GC sample.

### Table 1. Properties of ESO452-SC11 from the literature and this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(α, δ) (J2000.0)</td>
<td>(16:39:25.45, −28:23:55.3)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l, b)</td>
<td>(351.91°, +12.10°)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGC, Rs</td>
<td>−2 kpc, −7 kpc</td>
<td>(1), (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_c, r_b, r_l</td>
<td>0.5′, 0.5′, 5.0′</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_V</td>
<td>−4.02 mag</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E(B−V)</td>
<td>0.521 mag, 0.448 mag</td>
<td>(3), (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(⟨v_HC⟩, σ)</td>
<td>19 ± 2 km s⁻¹, 2.8 ± 3.4 km s⁻¹</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⟨[Fe/H]⟩</td>
<td>−0.88 dex</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### References.

1. Harris (1996, 2010 version); 2. Cornish et al. (2006); 3. Schlegel et al. (1998); 4. Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011); (5) This work.
Table 2. Properties of the target stars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>StarID</th>
<th>$(\alpha, \delta)$ (J2000.0)</th>
<th>$r^b$ [']</th>
<th>$v_{HC}$ [km s$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\Sigma EW$ (CaT) [mÅ]</th>
<th>$[\text{Fe/H}]_{\text{CaT}}$ [dex]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member candidates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>16:39:27.9 $\pm$ 28:24:07.1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>20.0 $\pm$ 1.4</td>
<td>6.19 $\pm$ 0.09</td>
<td>$-1.15 \pm 0.20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>16:39:38.9 $\pm$ 28:26:20.8</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>14.6 $\pm$ 1.2</td>
<td>5.74 $\pm$ 0.21</td>
<td>$-1.01 \pm 0.22$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>16:39:24.1 $\pm$ 28:23:07.6</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>17.7 $\pm$ 1.3</td>
<td>6.29 $\pm$ 0.11</td>
<td>$-1.22 \pm 0.20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>16:39:25.3 $\pm$ 28:23:38.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>20.5 $\pm$ 1.5</td>
<td>6.45 $\pm$ 0.91</td>
<td>$-1.24 \pm 0.44$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>16:39:44.3 $\pm$ 28:25:10.9</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>14.2 $\pm$ 1.8</td>
<td>6.34 $\pm$ 0.13</td>
<td>$-1.11 \pm 0.21$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore- and background candidates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>16:41:47.8 $\pm$ 28:25:02.2</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>$-12.2 \pm 1.6$</td>
<td>5.56 $\pm$ 0.14</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Table 2 is available in its entirety in electronic form at the CDS. ($a$) IDs corresponding to our fibre numbers. ($b$) Radial distance from the nominal cluster center.

Various calibrations of the metallicity scale based on infrared magnitudes have been proposed (e.g., Warren & Cole 2009; Mauro et al. 2014; Vásquez et al. 2015). Here, we chose to adopt the study of Vásquez et al. (2015), which is based on Galactic bulge stars, as it covers a broad range in metallicity from $-2.3$ to 0.7 dex. These calibrations to the metallicity scale of Carretta et al. (2009) read $[\text{Fe/H}] = -3.15 + 0.432 W' + 0.006 W'^2$,

where the reduced width $W' = \Sigma EW + 0.384 (K - K_{\text{RC}})$ and the CaT line strength was defined as the straight sum of the two strongest lines, $\Sigma EW = EW_{6542} + EW_{6662}$. Errors on EW measurements and photometry were propagated through this formalism and added in quadrature to the RMS scatter of 0.19 dex in the calibrations, as evaluated by Vásquez et al. (2015).

One important issue pertains to the magnitude of the red clump, $K_{\text{RC}}$. Our 2MASS CMD and a suitable set of old moderately metal-poor isochrones ($\sim$-1 dex Dotter et al. 2008) show a sparse red clump at $K_{\text{S}} = 15$ mag, which we adopt as the best value in our subsequent metallicity calibration. However, the optical data of Cornish et al. (2006) imply distance moduli that vary by 0.6 mag depending on the metallicity and α-enhancement used in their isochrone fitting. Here, we account for such uncertainties by also testing the CaT calibration with a fainter red clump level of $K_{\text{S}} = 15.6$ mag. This would systematically lower the resulting metallicity scale by 0.11 dex.

The resulting mean metallicity from the CaT of the five member candidates is $-1.15$ dex with a 1σ scatter of 0.09 dex. As above, we consider the three most central stars as best members, and obtain a mean CaT metallicity of $-1.19$ dex (scatter of 0.05 dex) for them. Comparison with the median measurement error of 0.20 dex indicates that this scatter in the metallicities is most likely only due to the uncertainty in our CaT determination and is not an intrinsic spread, in line with the very low overall mass of the system (e.g., Koch et al. 2012). We did not attempt to assign any metallicities from the CaT to the Galactic contaminants, since the above calibrations are only valid at the assumed red clump magnitude, thus the distance of the GC. The Galactic stars, in turn, are located at random unknown distances to the observer.

The CMD study of Cornish et al. (2006) attempted isochrone fits of ESO452, but the sparse nature of this object left room

3.2. Calcium triplet metallicity

The prominent near-infrared CaT lines at $\sim$8500 Å are powerful indicators of the global metallicity in red giants (e.g., Armandroff & Zinn 1988). Generally starting from some linear combinations of the line equivalent widths (EWs), the stars’ luminosity also needs to be accounted for in order to remove higher order dependencies on surface gravity. While this is usually done in terms of the V-band magnitude above the horizontal branch ($V - V_{\text{HB}}$), our work employed infrared colors throughout, making this standard optical approach poorly calibrated. Infrared (2MASS) $K_{\text{S}}$-magnitudes instead of V- or I-data have more advantages, since $K_{\text{S}}$ is less sensitive to reddening; thus, any dependence of the reduced width, $W'$, on intracluster reddening is reduced (Warren & Cole 2009).

Retaining only the three best candidates, a mean velocity of 19.4 $\pm$ 1.8 km s$^{-1}$ is found with a dispersion of 2.8 $\pm$ 3.4 km s$^{-1}$. As these three stars are those that are located closest to the cluster center, while the two most deviant stars lie at 2.5’ $\pm$ five half-light radii away from the GC center – it is fair to adopt these three stars as the most probable cluster members.
for a wide range of possible matches, with the cluster metallicity ranging from $-1.4$ up to $-0.4$ dex. Our CaT metallicity of $-1.15$ dex places ESO452 well within this parameter space. This metallicity is typical of globular clusters in the bulge (see also Sect. 5) as well as the metal-weak thick disk. In the next sections we further refine our measurement based on spectral synthesis.

4. Stellar parameters and chemical abundances

The near-infrared region around the CaT at intermediate resolution contains a wealth of spectral information in the form of several temperature- and gravity-sensitive features and chemical abundance tracers (Zwitter et al. 2004; Shetrone et al. 2009; Kunder et al. 2017). RA VE operates in a similar wavelength region, up to eight Fe I plus II, nine Si I, four Ca I, three Ti I, three Cr I, and three Ni I features could be measured depending on the stellar type and the S/N of the spectra. Figure 3 shows two typical stars of our sample and the respective best-fit synthetic spectra.

In practice, we restricted the spectral range to be fitted to 8505–8535, 8547–8660, and 8670–8702 Å, thereby avoiding the strong CaT lines because of their very strong wings, which can cause difficulties in precise determinations of the surface gravity and/or the Ca abundance of the stars. Furthermore, we thus avoided the TiO band at 8432 Å that can affect abundance analyses of cold metal-rich stars. To quantify the overall magnitude of its influence, we computed a TiO$\alpha$ index following Sharples et al. (1990) and Kunder et al. (2012). As a result, this index is scattered around zero, which shows that the pseudo-continuum in this spectral range is predominantly flat and thus not affected by TiO absorption, as is expected because most of our stars are warmer than $-3800$ K (see, e.g., Fig. 6 in Kunder et al. 2012).

Table 3. Stellar parameters from our photometric analysis and from SP_ACE for the member candidates in ESO4522-SC11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star</th>
<th>$J - K$</th>
<th>$T_{\text{eff}}$ [K]</th>
<th>$\log g$</th>
<th>$\xi$</th>
<th>$S/N$</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alonso</td>
<td>SP_ACE</td>
<td>Alonso</td>
<td>SP_ACE</td>
<td>Alonso</td>
<td>SP_ACE</td>
<td>Alonso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.114</td>
<td>3982</td>
<td>$3983^{+41}_{-33}$</td>
<td>1.64$^{+0.11}_{-0.07}$</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>4619</td>
<td>$4794^{+118}_{-116}$</td>
<td>3.30$^{+0.28}_{-0.23}$</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>1.179</td>
<td>3870</td>
<td>$3928^{+90}_{-63}$</td>
<td>1.04$^{+0.51}_{-0.13}$</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>1.278</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$3880^{+31}_{-22}$</td>
<td>1.11$^{+0.30}_{-0.17}$</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>1.141</td>
<td>3910</td>
<td>$3978^{+61}_{-63}$</td>
<td>1.63$^{+0.13}_{-0.43}$</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Table 3 is available in its entirety at the CDS, including the fore- and background stars.

Table 4. Stellar abundances from SP_ACE for the member candidates in ESO4522-SC11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Star</th>
<th>[Fe/H]</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{Fe}}$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Fe}}$</th>
<th>$[\text{Si/Fe}]$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{Si}}$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Si}}$</th>
<th>$[\text{Ca/Fe}]$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{Ca}}$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Ca}}$</th>
<th>$[\text{Ti/Fe}]$</th>
<th>$\sigma_{\text{Ti}}$</th>
<th>$N_{\text{Ti}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>$-0.96$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.05$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>$\pm 0.10$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>$+0.35$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>$-0.27$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>$\pm 0.08$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$-0.03$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.14$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>$+0.28$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$-0.04$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.24$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>$-0.85$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.05$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>$\pm 0.15$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>$-0.27$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>$\pm 0.10$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>$-0.82$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.05$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>$\pm 0.16$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>$+0.38$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>$+0.06$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>396</td>
<td>$-0.52$</td>
<td>$\pm 0.05$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>$\pm 0.21$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>$+0.31$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>$+0.09$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Table 4 is available in its entirety at the CDS, including the fore- and background stars.

4.1. SP_ACE

To this end, we first used the SP_ACE code (Boeche & Grebel 2016), which was originally designed to complement the Radial Velocity Experiment (RAVE) pipeline (Siebert et al. 2011; Kunder et al. 2017). RAVE operates in a similar wavelength region at slightly lower resolution than our data, but SP_ACE can be adapted to a much broader range of applicabilities.

In brief, EWs of each line in the input spectral region are first fit by a polynomial as a function of the stellar parameters $T_{\text{eff}}$, $\log g$, [M/H], and [X/Fe] for chemical elements X. The actual SP_ACE routine then constructs curves of growth as a function of these parameters and determines the best fit in a $\chi^2$-sense. As detailed in Boeche & Grebel (2016), the microturbulence is computed by SP_ACE ad hoc as a function of temperature and gravity (see also Koch et al. 2009; Jofré et al. 2014).
abundance ratios are given in Tables 4 and 5. Owing to the statistical method of abundance fitting in SP_ACE, the code returns asymmetric error bars, which we list in the tables as lower and upper bounds. Finally, the number of lines, N, detected in each spectrum is also tabulated.

4.2. $T_{\text{eff}}$ and $\log g$ from photometry

To test the robustness of the parameters obtained from SP_ACE, we attempted two additional independent methods to estimate the temperatures and gravities of the all the observed stars. The short spectral ranges from the two AAOmega settings make it hard to determine [Fe/H] accurately, and therefore using the $J$–$K$ color–$T$ calibration is advantageous owing to its low metallicity dependence. The temperatures were solely based on 2MASS photometry, since we only have infrared $J$, $H$, and $K$ magnitudes at hand. To calculate the temperature, we used the color calibrations from Alonso et al. (1996, 1999), which are based on the infrared flux method (IRFM) for giants. Furthermore, $(J – K)$ is the color of the three IR colors with the lowest internal uncertainty (Alonso et al. 1996, 1999). Moreover, these authors also recommended the use of $(J – K)$ when the metallicities were uncertain. We adopted the mean $E(B – V)$ from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and converted extinction coefficients $A_J$ and $A_K$ from the IRSA Dust database\(^1\) to deredden the $J$ – $K$-colors. To calculate $T_{\text{eff}}$, we used the SP_ACE output for [Fe/H]. Owing to the null metallicity dependence in the IRFM $(J – K)$ color calibrations of Alonso et al. (1996, 1999), we obtain identical temperatures (within 1–2 K) if we were to assume a fixed value of $–1$ dex versus the metallicities computed with SP_ACE, unless the adopted metallicity would push the star outside the allowed metallicity bin in the calibration. Therefore, we did not further iterate the calculated temperatures because of uncertainties in [Fe/H]. We note that seven stars deviate strongly from the otherwise good correlation between the Alonso and SP_ACE temperatures. These stars fall outside the metallicity range covered by the IRFM $T_{\text{eff}}$-color calibration. Above 4800 K, approximately 30 stars yield Alonso temperatures considerably lower than those derived by SP_ACE. These stars are warmer, but faint, and the vast majority of them have reddening values above 0.4 mag, and they are most likely poorly classified; we also note a slight increase in the temperature difference with increasing gravity.

Fig. 4 shows a Hertzsprung-Russel diagram of ESO452-SC11 with stellar parameters from SP_ACE, color-coded by iron abundance. The member candidates are highlighted with black squares. Note that two candidates with very similar stellar parameters overlap in this diagram.

4.3. Final stellar parameters

We note that one of our GC member candidates (number 56) has a considerably higher $\log g$, at $–3.3$ dex, compared to the values found for the other four, which lie at $–1$–$1.6$ dex. While there is no reason why our selection criteria should not have picked stars at the base of the RGB, its deviating chemical abundance ratios indicate that this object may be a foreground star as well.

In Fig. 5 we compare the stellar temperatures obtained with the different methods outlined above. The calibrations of Alonso return $T_{\text{eff}}$ that are 62 K lower on average than the SP_ACE results, with a scatter of 109 K below 4500 K. Above this temperature, the agreement worsens for the reasons discussed above. We

---

\(^1\) http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/
note that the five GC candidates are in very good agreement with the Alonso scale. For the remainder of our analysis we adopt the stellar parameters from SP_ACE and note that although it is constrained to the short-wavelength coverage of the red AAOMega fibres, the code returns reliable values for $T_{\text{eff}}$ and more physically meaningful values for gravities and metallicities than any scaling formula we tested.

### 4.4. Iron abundance

In Fig. 5 (bottom panel) we compare the metallicities from the CaT with those obtained by the direct spectral analysis within SP_ACE. As noted above, CaT metallicities are meaningless for the foreground stars because the calibration cannot be applied for want of a reference red clump magnitude. The mean difference of the metallicity for the five GC member candidates from the Fe-lines and their CaT counterparts is 0.55 dex with a 1σ scatter of 0.37 dex. Here, the CaT metallicities give systematically lower values and the difference is significant at the 1–3σ level. In order to reconcile the measurements for the member stars, the RC magnitude would need to be lowered by $\sim1.5$ mag; reddening uncertainties on that order of magnitude are unlikely. These differences, however, are driven by the two objects that are located farthest away from the GC center (stars 56 and 396), and as we show in Sect. 4.5 below, the higher-gravity object 56 has a high Fe-abundance of 0.15 $\pm$ 0.08 dex and also solar-scaled $[\alpha/Fe]$ abundance ratios, suggesting that these two deviating objects are most likely foreground contaminants as well.

The mean Fe-abundance of the three bona fide GC member candidates (star IDs 55, 204, and 362) is $-0.88 \pm 0.03$ dex with a metallicity dispersion of $0.03 \pm 0.04$ dex; this is higher than the value predicted by the CaT by 0.31 dex. As for the radial velocity dispersion of this system, also the very low spread in Fe-abundances is fully compatible with the low mass of ESO452 (Carretta et al. 2009; Koch et al. 2012).

Figure 6 in turn shows the MDF from our entire sample, ranging from the metal-poor regime ($[Fe/H] \sim -1.8$) to slightly supersolar values of $\sim0.3$ dex. In that regard, the field surrounding ESO452 shows the typical shape and range for its location toward the Galactic bulge, including contributions from all nearby major subcomponents, including an inner halo, metal-weak thick disk, bulge and disk stars (Kunder et al. 2012; Ness et al. 2013; Zoccali et al. 2017). The MDF, however, lacks the pronounced peak at solar values with its strong tail far above solar metallicities, as is seen in low-latitude fields that are uniquely bulge-dominated.

### 4.5. Alpha-elements: Si, Ca, and Ti

In Fig. 7 we compare the measurements of our GC and foreground stars with samples from the literature. Since the errors on our data are considerably large, we chose to consider in the following the straight average of the three explosive $\alpha$-elements Si, Ca, and Ti as a representative chemical tracer, even though this simplistic approach cannot account for differences in their exact production channels (e.g., Timmes et al. 1995; Venn et al. 2004).

For comparison, we use the solar neighborhood sample of Bensby et al. (2014, light gray points) and microlensed bulge dwarfs of Bensby et al. (2013, orange). There is a clear dichotomy in the data in the sense of the bulge stars having $[\alpha/Fe]$ ratios that are higher by 0.1–0.2 dex at subsolar metallicities, thereby vastly overlapping with the thick disk (see also Fig. 7. Averaged $\alpha$-element abundances for our sample (black dots) in comparison with stars in the solar neighborhood from Bensby et al. (2014, light gray shade) and in the Galactic bulge (Bensby et al. 2013), shown in orange. The best cluster candidates, selected on grounds of their kinematics and position, are highlighted in red, while blue symbols denote the two stars with GC properties except for deviating abundances.
Fullbright et al. 2007; McWilliam 2016). Taken at face value, the majority of our non-cluster stars at their higher \( \alpha \)-abundances are therefore more consistent with an association with the bulge population than with the disk. Fullbright et al. (2007) assigned these values to indications of supernovae II nucleosynthesis and pointed out the considerably lower scatter in the averaged \([\text{Si, Ca, Ti}]/\text{Fe}\) ratio compared to the Galactic halo, for example, which suggests efficient mixing in the bulge.

About a third of the sample shows lower \([\alpha/\text{Fe}]\) ratios that overlap with the solar neighborhood stars, down to values below zero. This renders the stars toward the sightline of ESO452 a representative mix of the expected components (see also Koch et al. 2016).

Two of the most “metal-poor” stars among the five GC candidates have slightly depleted \([\alpha/\text{Fe}]\) ratios, while the third star is enhanced to halo-like values, resulting in an average for the three stars of 0.27 dex with a 1σ scatter of 0.10 dex. This is compatible with the disk population and does not show the elevated levels of the bulge, although the large error bars make this distinction marginal. One star at \([\text{Fe/H}] = -0.5\) dex shares this abundance, but its higher metallicity renders it a likely foreground object. Finally, the solar-scaled \([\alpha/\text{Fe}]\) ratio of most metal-rich star (number 56) confirms that it is a typical metal-rich disk star without any association with ESO452.

4.6. Fe-peak elements: Cr, Co, and Ni

The measurement of these abundances from just a few lines at most is very uncertain, and the resulting distribution (Fig. 8) of our stars show mainly a large scatter around the solar values, for both the foreground stars and the GC candidates. In contrast, the literature data from the high-resolution studies in the disk and bulge show a very low scatter and broadly overlap with each other. Owing to the large uncertainties and scatter of our measurements, we refrain from any strong conclusions on the enrichment of ESO452 in comparison to the Galactic components.

4.7. Neutron-capture elements: Sr and Eu

The blue part of the AAOmega spectra is plagued by low S/N and most features are heavily blended. Thus we caution that the derived abundances are uncertain, and we impose a fitting uncertainty of \( \pm 0.15 \) dex that is due to continuum placement and blends alone. Moreover, since the heavy blending at the moderate resolution rendered measurements of abundances of the metal-rich foreground component impossible, we restricted our analysis of the blue spectra to the five GC member candidates.

The Sr abundance was derived from the blue spectra by virtue of the strong 4077 and 4215 Å lines using spectral synthesis; since the spectral range also covered the wavelength of the two strongest blue Eu lines, we also attempted to derive abundances or place limits from the features at 4129 and 4205 Å.

To this end, we used Moog (Sneden 1973, version 2014) and Kurucz model atmospheres adopting the SP_ACE stellar parameters derived before. The line lists were optimized for the blue wavelength range using the Sneden et al. (2014) list that incorporates the newest hyperfine structure data for Sr (Bergemann et al. 2012; Hansen et al. 2013). In order to treat the continuum best, the blue spectra were normalized in two different ways using a cubic spline and Legendre polynomial. For star 204, which has the best S/N, this was straightforward. However, for stars 396 and 55, we adopted the average abundance from each of the two normalizations, which yielded results that agreed to within 0.1 dex. To further optimize the continuum placement, the synthesis was carried out using the full spectral range in pieces 100 Å wide each (4050–4150 Å and 4150–4250 Å around the two Sr and Eu lines). This allowed us to derive Sr abundances in three stars, Eu in star 204, and one lower limit for Eu in star...
396 due to the low S/N and line saturation. A section of of our observations and the best fit is shown in Fig. 9.

As can be seen in Fig. 10, the derived Sr abundances are above solar and are found to be in agreement with the disk stars from Battistini & Bensby (2016) and the mixed halo and disk sample of Hansen et al. (2012). Data for Sr in the Galactic bulge are only available for a few metal-poor field stars below −2 dex (Casey & Schlaufman 2015; Howes et al. 2016; Koch et al. 2016). In light of the measurement uncertainties, we refrain from unambiguously assigning these targets to either Galactic component.

5. Correlation with kinematics

For an understanding of the origin and dynamical evolution of ESO452, it is of considerable interest to determine the orbit of this GC. However, at the distance of ESO452, it is nontrivial to obtain proper motions of sufficient quality for a direct calculation of the orbit. Nevertheless, we cross-matched the stars observed here with the HSOY (“Hot Stuff for One Year”) proper motion catalog (Altmann et al. 2017) as well as the UCAC5 proper motion catalog (Zacharias et al. 2017). Both these catalogs capitalize on the exquisite positions provided in Gaia-DR1 (Gaia Collaboration 2016), providing proper motions much improved over the previously available catalogs.

We were able to match 341 of our observed stars (94% of our sample) with those provided in HSOY and UCAC5, where two of these are probable GC members. Figure 11 shows that the proper motions of the two GC member candidates that are present in the catalog are slightly offset from the majority of the bulge field stars, in agreement with the finding that our GC candidates are distinct from the field and instead belong to a different system. The two candidate cluster stars have HSOY proper motions that differ by 2–3σ from each other, indicating that if these two stars are indeed cluster members, the uncertainties in their proper motion should be larger than indicated in HSOY. In contrast, the UCAC5 proper motions, which have smaller formal uncertainties, indicate that our cluster candidates have almost identical proper motions with an average of $(\mu_\alpha, \mu_\delta) = (-0.6 \pm 1.1, -6.0 \pm 1.2)$ mas. We therefore conclude that the proper motions also indicate that our cluster candidates are members of ESO452.

Adopting our radial velocities, the Gaia positions, the UCAC5 proper motions, and a distance of 7.2 kpc (Cornish et al. 2006), we calculated orbits using the python package galpy (Bovy 2015). The Galactic potential assumed was a three-component Milky Way-like potential for the orbital integration. The two candidate cluster members have orbits with ellipticities of $e \sim 0.3$, a maximum vertical height, $Z_{\text{max}}$, of $\sim 2.5$ kpc, and orbital pericenter ($r_{\text{min}}$) and apocenter ($r_{\text{max}}$) radii of $\sim 1.5$ kpc and $\sim 3$ kpc, respectively, placing them well within the bulge region. Adopting a 1 kpc larger cluster distance does not change the results significantly. In addition, using the slightly different proper motions of HSOY also returns orbits in which the stars are confined to the bulge. The orbital integration therefore indicates that this GC belongs to the bulge, in line with its abundance and velocity.
Turning to the Galactocentric velocity, this value corresponds to $-4.3 \pm 1.1 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ (as determined by Eq. (1) in Howard et al. 2008). While this is a higher velocity than the mean stellar motion of the outer bulge (Kunder et al. 2012), it falls well within the range of velocities of GCs that belong to the bulge (Bica et al. 2016, and Fig. 12, top). In terms of its metallicity, it also shows a mean value that agrees with the values found among the bulge GCs, which is expected because they cover a range of more than 1 dex in [Fe/H]. The mean Galactocentric velocity of our entire sample is $-60.7 \pm 4.7 \text{ km s}^{-1}$ with a 1σ dispersion of $79.7 \pm 3.3 \text{ km s}^{-1}$. These values are well in line with what is expected of bulge field stars when we extrapolate the southern bulge rotation curve (e.g., Kunder et al. 2012; Ness et al. 2013) to this northern position on the sky (Fig. 12).

6. No extra-tidal stars

Our chemodynamical sample offers a unique opportunity of testing for signs of extra-tidal stars, which could have been stripped from the GC through tidal interactions while orbiting within the Galactic potential (e.g, Kunder et al. 2014a; Kuzma et al. 2016). To this end, we imposed a 3σ cut around the cluster mean radial velocity to select stars outside the nominal tidal radius that share similar properties as the three bona fide member candidates characterized above (stars 55, 204, and 362).

As a result, we identify 15 stars within this kinematic cut in addition to the candidates within the tidal radius discussed above. Their location within our observations’ field of view is shown in Fig. 13. As it stands, this would imply that these objects are preferentially aligned symmetrically around the GC, NW through SE. If these stars were indeed to represent a tidal extension of the GC, they should roughly follow the GC orbit around the Galactic center (e.g., Dehnen et al. 2004; Jordi & Grebel 2010). However, as indicated in Fig. 13, no obvious correlation with direction of the Milky Way center can be established. Furthermore, these 15 stars show no coherence in proper motions or abundance space and are instead found across the entire range in proper motion, metallicity, and [$\alpha$/Fe]-ratios with no overlap with the three best GC candidates. We conclude that our measured velocities and abundances offer no evidence of tidally stripped material from ESO452.

7. Discussion

In contrast to remote and uniquely metal-poor GCs in the Galactic halo, stellar systems in the interface of the Milky Way disk, bulge, and halo are notoriously difficult to classify. By focusing on the chemical composition and dynamics of one of these elusive systems, the low-mass GC ESO452-SC11, we were able to gather significant information to place it in the context of the central regions of our Galaxy. Considering its moderately low metallicity of $-0.88$ dex and a Galactocentric velocity of $-4 \text{ km s}^{-1}$, and folding in the chemical abundance ratios we obtained, we could establish strong evidence that this object is indeed associated with the Galactic bulge and is not a somewhat younger progeny of the inner halo. By identifying at least three bona fide GC member candidates, we showed that their [$\alpha$/Fe] ratios are consistent with a disk membership as well, while they are chemically marginally consistent with the slightly $\alpha$-enhanced bulge component. To be of avail, future high-resolution studies of proper motion pre-selected targets are indispensable.

ESO452 is a very good example of a low-mass metal-intermediate ([Fe/H] $\sim -1$ dex) GC that resembles for instance the inner halo clusters NGC 6362 and NGC 6121 (Marino et al. 2008; Massari et al. 2017) in many regards. These are among the lowest-mass systems that show the presence of multiple stellar populations through light element variations, which remain undetected in ESO452 in our work, however. Still, the $\alpha$-element, Cr, and Eu abundances in the bulge GC studied here agree well with those found in the above objects, and their other elemental abundances are also consistent within the uncertainties.

By considering the proper motions of the candidate members, we were able to consolidate a clear connection with the Galactic bulge in that this GC exhibits an elliptical orbit that confines it to the innermost $\sim 3$ kpc of the Galaxy. Despite the
higher stellar density of the inner Galactic region, no evidence of any tidal happenings in the form of stars beyond the tidal radius were found in our wide-field data, which either indicates that any spatial signatures could have been erased during violent GC disruption, or that our data simply have not picked up any such “extra-tidal” component. The former is bolstered by the lack of kinematically cold streams in the bulge (Kunder et al. 2014b), however, which would be witnesses to ancient accretion events (cf. Hansen et al. 2016), as has also been proposed for ESO452 (Cornish et al. 2006) and as has indeed been found around several other systems (Kunder et al. 2014a).
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